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Personal Statement

Significant Professional Experiences:

'Do one thing every day that scares you'.
(Eleanor Roosevelt)

Australia:

It is a great motto and one I live by.
I have always been willing to move outside my
comfort zone & think outside the box.
I grew up in Marree a small remote community
in the middle of the desert in the far north of
South Australia. It was pretty remote with few
people and lots of sand, camels, wild horses
(brumbies) and cattle.
It was a life full of adventure. I loved watching
the huge herds of cattle coming down from the
north being driven by stock-men on horseback.
They cracked their whips and drove the cattle
into huge pens ready to be shipped south on
The Ghan train. It was an up-bringing like no
other. Always lots of things to do outside the
'norm'.
Growing up in Marree was so Wild West but a
truly brilliant way to learn about and live life.

* class teacher in South Australia and London
* Literacy Adviser Northern Regions of Adelaide
* Curriculum Consultant developing & implementing Australia's
National Curriculum in school communities across South
Australia R-10 with my focus on Assessment & reporting practices
* worked on collaborative international Education programs &
projects in Australia & United Kingdom
London, UK
* Consultant & Manager of London branch of a National Teaching
Agency London, UK
* Co- director of DJM Personnel our UK Teaching agency
company based in London; recruiting world-wide
*Co-director of the DJM Companies - to connect people to a
kinder, more compassionate & sustainable world
* Publishing E-books on well-being, teaching & learning, and kind
and ethical business practices for world-wide distribution
* Designing and presenting bespoke Training & Development
packages for schools/organisations
* Promoting sustainable and eco-friendly products & services
Testimonial:

In my professional years I worked in Education
in South Australia before moving to London to
teach.

I had the honour of working with Bronwyn Ward as part of the
South Australian Teaching and Learning Team which supported
all levels of schooling to implement the Australian national
curriculum.

In London my husband and I created our DJM
companies. From our shared life experiences we
created the DJM Companies whose purpose is
to connect people to a kinder more
compassionate & sustainable world.

Bronwyn is a well-respected leader, thinker and practitioner in
the field of education.

I believe 'the future belongs to those who
believe in the beauty of their dreams.'
(Eleanor Roosevelt:)

T.Zilm, ACARA, Australia

That's why I dream big & fear less

She was a pioneer in the development and implementation of
programming, planning, assessment, recording and reporting
policies and practices in Australia.

